Traffic engineering (TE) is a fundamental task in networking. Conventionally, traffic can take any path connecting the source and destination. Emerging technologies such as segment routing, however, use logical paths that are composed of shortest paths going through a predetermined set of middlepoints in order to reduce the flow table overhead of TE implementation. Inspired by this, in this paper, we introduce the problem of node-constrained TE, where the traffic must go through a set of middlepoints, and study its theoretical fundamentals. We show that the general node-constrained TE that allows the traffic to take any path going through one or more middlepoints is NPhard for directed graphs but strongly polynomial for undirected graphs, unveiling a profound dichotomy between the two cases. We also investigate a variant of node-constrained TE that uses only shortest paths between middlepoints, and prove that the problem can now be solved in weakly polynomial time for a fixed number of middlepoints, which explains why existing work focuses on this variant. Yet, if we constrain the end-to-end paths to be acyclic, the problem can become NP-hard. An important application of our work concerns flow centrality, for which we are able to derive complexity results. Furthermore, we investigate the middlepoint selection problem in general node-constrained TE. We introduce and study group flow centrality as a solution concept, and show that it is monotone but not submodular. Our work provides a thorough theoretical treatment of nodeconstrained TE and sheds light on the development of the emerging node-constrained TE in practice.
Notable examples include Google's B4 [29] and Microsoft's SWAN [28] . Implementing TE in the data plane requires a large number of flow table entries on switches. This is because each switch on the path needs to have an entry per demand, i.e. ingress-egress switch pair, to forward its traffic to the next hop, and for a large-scale network there can be many demands [28] , [29] .
Segment routing [15] [16] [17] is a recently proposed routing architecture to tackle this challenge. Its key idea is to perform routing based on a sequence of logical segments formed by a set of middlepoints 1 between the ingress and egress nodes. A segment is the logical pipe between two middlepoints that may include multiple physical paths spanning multiple hops, and static hashing is used to load balance traffic among these paths. To simplify, usually only shortest paths are used between two middlepoints. Now with segment routing, instead of end-to-end paths, intermediate switches only need to know how to reach middlepoints in order to forward packets. This can greatly reduce the overhead and cost of TE [4] , [26] . TE with segment routing is different from traditional TE, where the traffic from a source to a destination can use any path. This motivates us to introduce the class of nodeconstrained TE, which includes any TE variant where the traffic is constrained to go through one or more predetermined middlepoints. Segment routing corresponds to a specific variant of node-constrained TE, which only uses shortest paths between the middlepoints.
The general node-constrained routing is important for TE. First, like segment routing, the use of middlepoints saves precious flow table resources and reduces the overhead of implementing TE with finer granularity flow control. Second, the use of shortest paths in segment routing may limit the TE performance and robustness. Some shortest paths may involve the same link which degrades the throughput one can use effectively. Perhaps more importantly, operators prefer edge-disjoint paths over shortest paths for better diversity and robustness in cases of link failures [36] , where failover can be done by routing through at least the remaining paths. Last but not least, the broader and fundamental node-constrained TE problem has not received much attention in the networking community, despite its significant application potential.
Inspired by the above, in this work we investigate the theoretical fundamentals of node-constrained TE. We consider two common types of TE introduced in §II depending on the 1 This term is in accordance with the prior literature on segment routing. 1063-6692 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
objective: T E MF maximizes the total throughput based on multi-commodity flow, while T E LU minimizes the maximum link utilization. The two types are closely related. Our analysis is organized in three parts. We start in §III with the most general node-constrained TE problem, where traffic can take any path as long as that path goes through a set of middlepoints. For directed graphs, we prove that the decision version of T E MF is NP-hard, even with just a single middlepoint. Due to the connection between the decision version of maximum flow and T E LU , this implies that T E LU is NP-hard too. For undirected graphs, we show that TE is strongly polynomial, since it can be equivalently written as a special linear program via a polynomial transformation. Therefore, we establish that node-constrained TE is NP-hard and difficult to solve optimally in general, as most TE problems use directed graphs to model bidirectional links and traffic.
Given the hardness results, we next investigate in §IV a variant of node-constrained TE with shortest paths, where the traffic uses only shortest paths between any two middlepoints. We wish to see if this variant, inspired by segment routing, makes the TE problem easier to solve. We prove that both T E MF and T E LU can now be solved in weakly polynomial time by transforming them into linear programs, when the number of middlepoints per path is fixed. Our results thus provide a theoretical foundation for existing work that focuses on shortest path based segment routing [4] , [26] and not the more general variant. We further note that this variant may end up with end-to-end paths that contain cycles, since the various segments may repeat the same edge. Cyclic paths are clearly bad for TE as the precious WAN bandwidth is wasted sending traffic back and forth. For this reason, we study a different variant that requires acyclic end-to-end paths, which is a specific case of node-constrained TE with shortest paths. We show that imposing this constraint generally renders TE NP-hard again.
Lastly, we study another fundamental and practical question in node-constrained TE: how to select the middlepoints that yield good TE performance? We investigate flow centrality as a potential solution approach to this problem in §V. Flow centrality, first introduced in 1991 [20] , determines how important a node is in terms of the percentage of the maximum flow that can go through that node over all possible demands. It serves as a natural criterion for middlepoint selection in the general node-constrained TE, i.e. we can select as middlepoints the top-k nodes with the highest flow centrality.
Our analysis implies that the flow centrality is NP-hard to compute in directed graphs unlike other common centrality concepts ( §VI), but strongly polynomial in undirected graphs. Furthermore, since flow centrality only concerns individual nodes, we propose group flow centrality, which generalizes flow centrality to a group of nodes in order to better solve the middlepoint selection problem. We introduce the related concept of N -group maximum flow, which corresponds to the problem of determining a set of middlepoints that maximizes the amount of flow that can go through any node in the set. We show it is NP-hard for directed graphs; furthermore, unlike other common group graph centralities it is monotone but not submodular, which imples that the standard greedy algorithm [39] with (1 − 1 e )-approximation ratio is not applicable. We make several contributions in this paper. • We provide the first systematic study of node-constrained TE, which lays down the groundwork for understanding its theoretical fundamentals. Our analysis shows that node-constrained TE is generally NP-hard hard for directed graphs, except for the variant that only uses shortest paths between middlepoints. Our study further touches on the middlepoint problem in node-constrained TE. We study flow centrality and propose group flow centrality to select the best set of N nodes that maximizes the total flow, and analyze the computational complexity. • Our theoretical results shed light on the development of the emerging node-constrained TE in practice. Our hardness results indicate that efficient heuristics or approximation algorithms are in urgent need in several cases, including general node-constrained TE problems with directed graphs which most TE problems use, and variants of node-constrained TE with acyclic paths. Middlepoint selection is another promising area for future work. More study is needed to make the graph theoretical approach feasible, for both flow centrality for individual nodes and group flow centrality which has not been well explored. • Finally, some of our results are interesting in their own right in the corresponding theoretical contexts. For example, in §III we unveil a dichotomy between the directed and undirected cases in terms of the complexity of node-constrained TE. A similar dichotomy is found in §V, where we prove that flow centrality, a previously introduced but little understood graph centrality concept, is NP-hard to compute in directed graphs but strongly polynomial in undirected graphs.
II. BACKGROUND ON TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
We first introduce some background on traffic engineering (TE) in this section. In our work, we focus on two common types of TE depending on the objective criterion. The first maximizes the total throughput subject to the capacity and maximum demand constraints. Since it can be formulated as a maximum flow problem, we call it T E MF . The second type minimizes the maximum link utilization, which acts as the system bottleneck. For this reason, we call it T E LU .
The rest of this section is organized as follows. We introduce some preliminary notions and concepts in §II-A. We then present T E MF in §II-B and T E LU in §II-C. Lastly we show an interesting connection between the decision version of T E MF and the optimal solution to T E LU in §II-D.
A. Preliminaries
Assume a directed graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E the set of directed edges. Given a node v ∈ V , v + denotes the set of outgoing edges of node v, i.e., the subset of edges in E of the form (v, u), u ∈ V . Similarly, the set v − denotes the set of incoming edges of v of the form (u, v), u ∈ N . The out-degree of v is defined as the cardinality |v + |, whereas the in-degree is defined as the cardinality |v − |.
A flow network G = (V, E, c) is defined as a directed graph G = (V, E), together with a non-negative function c : V × V → R ≥0 that assigns to each edge e ∈ E a non-negative capacity c(e). If (u, v) ∈ E, then we define c(u, v) = 0.
A walk in a directed graph is an alternating sequence of vertices and edges, v 0 , e 0 , v 1 , . . . , v k−1 , e k−1 , v k , which begins and ends with vertices and has the property that each e i is an edge from v i to v i+1 . A path is a walk where all edges are distinct. A simple path is a path where all vertices are distinct. The term u − v path (resp., simple path) refers to any valid path (resp., simple path) from u to v.
In flow networks, we usually distinguish between singlecommodity and multi-commodity flows. For single-commodity flow problems, we consider a single commodity 2 that consists of a source s ∈ V and a sink t ∈ V , where s = t. For multi-commodity flows, we assume L commodities of the form
For convenience, we also use the notation s = (s 1 , . . . , s L ) and t = (t 1 , . . . , t L ), and write (s, t) to denote the corresponding multi-commodity network.
B. TE Type 1: T E MF
Let P i be the set of all s i − t i paths, and P i,e the set of all s i −t i paths that go through edge e. Then the maximum multicommodity flow program can be expressed via the following path-based formulation:
In the above formulation, we divide the total flow into L subflows, one per commodity. The subflow f i along path p ∈ P i for commodity i is f i (p). Constraint (2) is a capacity constraint that the sum of all subflows on any edge cannot exceed the edge capacity. Constraint (3) describes the maximum demand D i for commodity i 3 . Finally, constraint (4) imposes that each subflow should be non-negative. For any valid flow f , the value of a flow ν(f ) is defined as the total sum of units that all subflows f i send. The value of the maximum flow is denoted as ν max . T E MF is mostly used in data center backbone WANs [28] , [29] , where traffic is elastic, the operator controls not only the links but also the demands of applications, and the main objective is to fully utilize the expensive WAN links.
Note that even though the single-commodity maximum flow accepts various combinatorial algorithms [1] , e.g., Ford-Fulkerson or Edmonds-Karp, there is to date no combinatorial algorithm for the maximum multi-commodity flow even though the problem is known to be strongly polynomial [44] . Furthermore, even though a single-commodity network with integral capacities always accepts an integral maximum flow, this is not always the case with multi-commodity networks; in fact, the decision problem of integral multi-commodity flow is NP-complete even if the number of commodities is two, for both directed and undirected networks [11] .
C. TE Type 2: T E LU
T E LU is mostly used in carrier networks [19] , [26] , where traffic demands are exogenous and inelastic, and the main objective thus is to control the congestion or link utilization in order to ensure the smooth operation of the network. The general form for this type of TE is:
The variable θ in objective (5) refers to the maximum link utilization, which must be minimized. Constraint (6) ensures that θ is at least as large as the maximum link utilization; constraint (7) ensures that each demand is satisfied; and the last constraint (8) is similar to T E MF in §II-B.
D. Relationship Between T E MF and T E LU
A natural question is whether the two types of TE are related. To answer this question, we first introduce the decision version of the maximum multi-commodity flow problem.
Definition 1: [Decision version of maximum flow (DMF)] Given a flow network G = (V, E, c) with a set of L commodities (s, t), each associated with a non-negative maximum demand D i ≥ 0, decide whether the maximum multicommodity flow has a value of at least
Note that if the answer to the decision problem DMF is a "yes", then by constraint (3) the maximum flow has to be exactly equal to Proof: Assume that DMF accepts a "yes" answer. Then there is a flow that respects constraints (2)- (4) . That flow will then trivially satisfy constraints (2)-(4) with θ = 1. Since the objective criterion of T E LU minimizes over θ, the optimal solution to the TE program (5)-(8) will accept an optimal solution θ * ≤ 1. For the reverse direction, assume that the system (5)-(8) accepts a solution θ * ≤ 1. Then constraint (6) implies that the capacity constraints are satisfied for each edge, thus the corresponding flow is a valid flow for system (1)- (4) with value L i=1 D i . The maximum flow has then trivially a value of at least
Lemma 1 shows that solving T E LU immediately generates a "yes" or "no" answer to the DMF. Thus, the TE naturally encompasses the general DMF problem of Definition 1. This also suggests that hardness results on the DMF (Proposition 1) immediately imply hardness for T E LU .
We conclude this section with two observations. First, even though we assumed a directed network throughout this section, it is possible to extend the definitions to undirected graphs as well 4 . The main difference is that an undirected edge is associated with a capacity, and flow can travel in both directions of a link, under the constraint that the sum of the flow value in the two edge directions does not exceed the capacity. Second, it is simple to reduce edge-constrained TE to node-constrained TE in both directed and undirected graphs. Indeed, we can replace any (directed or undirected) edge (u, v) by the two consecutive edges (u, z) and (z, v) by introducing a new node z. Then the traffic constrained to go through edge e can be equivalently characterized as the traffic going through node z. Node-constrained TE is thus at least as hard as edgeconstrained TE, which is why we focus on the former.
III. GENERAL NODE-CONSTRAINED TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
In this section, we study the general (unrestricted) nodeconstrained TE problem, where traffic can take any path as long as that path goes through a set of middlepoints. We focus on the simplest setting where a path goes through a specific node w, in order to establish the hardness results. For directed graphs, we show in §III-A that the decision version of the maximum w-flow is NP-hard, which implies that T E LU is NP-hard as well. On the other hand, we show in §III-B that in undirected graphs the problem is strongly polynomial after equivalently rewriting it as a special linear program. At the end of the section, we show that our results also extend to the general case where traffic goes through at least one node from the k > 1 middlepoints w 1 , . . . , w k , where k is fixed and not part of the input. The practical significance of our results is that we rigorously establish that node-constrained TE is NPhard and difficult to solve in general, as most TE problems use directed graphs to model bidirectional links and traffic.
A. The Directed Case 1) Hardness of T E MF :
The maximum multi-commodity flow f max with value ν max refers to the total flow over all possible paths that each commodity accepts. Assume instead that we focus on the maximum flow that can go through a specific network node w = s, t. Let P w i be the set of all s i − w − t i paths (i.e. s i − t i paths that go through w), and 
P w
i,e the set of all s i − w − t i paths that also go through edge e. The path-based formulation then is:
We denote the maximum flow through any node w as the maximum w-flow f w max and denote its value by ν w max . Alternatively, we use the notation s − w − t flow for singlecommodity networks (or s − w − t for multi-commodity networks). Similarly, for single-commodity flows we also write ν w max (s, t) (or ν w max (s, t) for multi-commodity networks) for the value of the maximum w-flow.
We emphasize three points. First, in the single-commodity case we always assume that w = s, t, even if not explicitly stated. Indeed, if either w = s or w = t then ν max = ν w max . In this case, the problem is strongly polynomial and accepts combinatorial algorithms such as the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm. Second, to define the maximum w-flow we use paths, not simple paths. For traditional flow networks, the maximum flow can be defined in terms of simple paths rather than paths, since we can always remove any cycles in the path to make it simple, without affecting the maximum flow. As an example, consider the directed flow network in Figure 1 where all edges have unit capacity. The maximum s − w − t flow uses the directed path s → w → s → t for a value of 1, and no simple path exists for a w-flow. On the other hand, the traditional maximum s − t flow can use the trivial simple path s − t, with a value that also happens to be 1 in this example; the cycle s → w → s is redundant. Hence, even though the maximum s − t flow can be defined either in terms of paths or simple paths, the w-maximum flow is defined in terms of paths, which is why our formulations consider paths but not simple paths. This point is discussed in more detail at the end of §III-A. Third, for undirected networks we allow the flow to be sent along any directed path from the source to the destination, as long as no directed edge is repeated. For example, consider the undirected network w − s − t with capacities 1 for the two edges (w, s) and (s, t). In that case, the maximum s − w − t flow is 0.5, and uses the directed path s → w → s → t. Thus, the path carrying the flow can contain the same undirected edge twice, but it has to pass this edge in different directions when going from the source to the destination.
A central result in graph theory that we will be using throughout the paper is the two node-disjoint path (2DP) problem due to Fortune, Hopcroft and Wyllie [18] .
Theorem 1 (NP-hardness of 2DP [18] ): Assume a directed graph G = (V, E) and four distinct vertices
It is NP-hard to decide whether there are two node-disjoint paths in G from u 1 to u 2 and from v 1 to v 2 .
We now provide two lemmas. Some of the transformations involved are standard in the disjoint-path literature (e.g., [34] , [43] ). Nevertheless, given the central role of the two lemmas in the remainder of this paper and in order to make our work self-contained, we provide our own full proofs here.
Proof: Finding whether there is a simple s − t path going through a node w is equivalent to determining whether there exist two node-disjoint paths from s to w and from w to t (excluding of course node w). We prove that the latter problem is NP-hard by a reduction from the NP-hard 2DP problem.
Consider a directed graph G = (V, E) and 4 distinct nodes
We introduce a new node w and create the directed edges e 1 = (u 2 , w) and e 2 = (w, v 1 ). We now argue that there are two node-disjoint paths, path P 1 from u 1 to u 2 and path P 2 from v 1 to v 2 , if and only if there is a simple u 1 − w − v 2 path. First, assume the former condition is true. Then P 1 cannot go through node w via edge e 1 ; otherwise, that path would also have to use node v 1 after w given u 2 is the end node. Similarly, we argue that P 2 cannot go through node w via edge e 2 . But then we can form a new path P from u 1 to v 2 by concatenating path P 1 , edge e 1 , edge e 2 , and path P 2 . P does not repeat any node since the node disjoint paths P 1 and P 2 do not contain w, hence it is a simple path. For the reverse direction, we note that if there exists a simple u 1 − w − v 2 path P , then P will necessarily contain edges e 1 and e 2 . By removing these two edges, we get two nodedisjoint paths, one from u 1 to u 2 and another from v 1 to v 2 , given that P is simple.
Proof: Deciding whether there is a s−t path going through w is equivalent to deciding whether there are two edge-disjoint paths from s to w and from w to t. We argue that the latter problem is NP-hard by a reduction from the 2DP problem.
Indeed, consider a graph G = (V, E), and three distinct nodes
The construction is illustrated in Figure 2 .
We now claim that there exist two edge-disjoint paths in graph G from s out to w in and from w out to t in (equivalently, from s in to w in and from w out to t out ), if and only if there exist two node-disjoint paths in G from s to w and from w to t. First, consider two node-disjoint paths in G, namely, nodes u i and v j are distinct. It is easy to see that the paths s out , u 1,in , u 1,out , . . . , u l,in , u l,out , w in and w out , v 1,in , v 1,out , . . . , v m,in , v m,out , t in in G are: (1) valid since they use existing edges in G , and (2) edge-disjoint since the set of nodes on the first path and the second path are disjoint.
For the reverse direction, consider two edge-disjoint paths in G from s out to w in and from w out to t in . We then argue that these paths must have the previous form s out , u 1,in , u 1,out , . . . , u l,in , u l,out , w in and w out , v 1,in , v 1,out , . . . , v m,in , v m,out , t in . The reason is that any pair of nodes (v in , v out ) can only be reached from other nodes in V via v in and can only reach other nodes in V via v out . So, a path will necessarily consist of consecutive pairs of nodes of the form (v in , v out ) (with the exception of the two endpoints). Furthermore, any such pair (v in , v out ) can (1) appear at most once on either path, and (2) cannot appear on both paths. The reason is that going from v in to v out requires edge v in , v out , but the two paths are edge-disjoint. We thus conclude that s, u 1 , . . . , u l , w and w, v 1 , . . . , v m , t in G are node-disjoint paths.
We next provide definitions and results for the maximum w-flow that are reminiscent of results in traditional singlecommodity maximum flow. For this purpose, we adapt some standard concepts from maximum flow theory [1] . In particular, we extend the concept of an s − t augmenting path to an s − w − t augmenting path, which corresponds to a directed path from s to t through middlepoint w in the residual network with forward and backward edges. One significant difference is that the cut is now defined as a collection of edges rather than a collection of nodes. The reason for this will become apparent shortly. We focus first on the s− w − t flow in singlecommodity networks.
Proof: First, note that the flow f w is the sum of individual subflows, each going through a distinct s − w − t path p. Each of these individual subflows must go through at least one edge e ∈ C w , otherwise there would be a s−w −t path in the graph G = (V, E − C w ), which would be a contradiction. So, let F e be the set of subflows that go through e. Then we have:
Note that in the last inequality we use that e∈C w ν w (F e ) = ν w (f ), due to the fact that the path for each individual subflow must go through at least one edge in C w . Lemma 5: Given a directed graph G = (V, E, c) with integral capacities and three distinct nodes s, w, t, we can construct an integral w-flow. Furthermore, the constructed flow is positive if and only if the minimum edge-cut in G is non-empty.
Proof: Consider the variant of the well-known Ford-Fulkerson algorithm for (single-commodity) maximum flow [41] , where at each round the algorithm picks an augmenting s − w − t path rather than a s − t path in the residual graph, provided that the selected augmenting path increases the flow through w. The augmenting s−w−t path algorithm eventually terminates, since (i) the w-flow increases by at least one unit at each iteration, and (ii) the maximum possible w-flow is upperbounded (e.g., by the sum of capacities of the outgoing edges from s). Note that the augmenting s − w − t path algorithm terminates, if and only if there is an s−w−t edge-cut C w in the graph where each edge e ∈ C w is saturated. The constructed flow is integral, since at each step the flow on any edge is integral. Furthermore, the flow will be zero, if and only if the minimum edge-cut is the empty set, since in that case there are no s − w − t paths in the original graph G.
We are now ready to prove that the decision version of the maximum w-flow is NP-hard.
Proposition 1: Given a multi-commodity flow network G = (V, E, c) with directed edges, the decision version of maximum w-flow is NP-hard.
Proof: We show that even the single-commodity version is NP-hard. Our strategy is to reduce the s − w − t path problem in Lemma 3 to the maximum w-flow problem. In this direction, we start with a directed graph G = (V, E) and three distinct nodes s, t, w ∈ V . We subsequently construct in polynomial time a flow network G from G by considering a single commodity from s to t of unit demand D = 1, and by associating each edge e ∈ E with a unit capacity. Our claim is that there is a path from s to t through w in graph G, if and only if ν w max (s, d) ≥ 1 in flow network G . First, consider a path P = (s, e 1 , . . . , e m , t), so that every edge e i in the path appears only once and node w appears in the path. It is then possible to send one unit of flow from s to t, given the unit capacities. Thus, the maximum flow is at least 1. For the reverse direction, assume there is a maximum flow no less than 1 in G . Since we only have one commodity and integral capacities, Lemma 5 implies that there exists an integral w-flow (for infinite demands). This flow is positive (and thus has value at least 1) because the maximum flow is no less than 1 by assumption, and thus the minimum edge-cut cannot be the empty set (recall we route flow along s − w − t paths). For D = 1, there is thus an integral maximum w-flow of value 1. Moreover, each edge can be used at most once in that flow due to its unit capacity. Now, consider any path P (s,w) that carries the integral flow from s to w, and any path P (w,d) that carries the integral flow from w to d. Since each edge is used at most once, this means that the union P (s,w) ∪ P (w,d) (1) goes from s to d through w, and (2) visits any edge at most once; hence, it is a s − w − t path.
2) Hardness of T E LU : For the flow network G with the L commodities, we define the T E LU in the following manner:
f i (p) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , L}, ∀p ∈ P w i (13) We get the following corollary: Corollary 1: In directed graphs, it is NP-hard to solve the T E LU (10)- (13) .
Proof: Proposition 1 shows NP-hardness for the decision version of the maximum w-flow. We can then easily extend Lemma 1 to the case of a maximum w-flow to prove that the T E LU (10)-(13) is NP-hard, since it is at least as hard as the decision version of the maximum w-flow. a) Simple Paths vs. Paths vs. Walks: Finally, we discuss in more detail our definition of w-flow. In principle, we can define the w-flow in terms of simple paths, paths or general paths with edge repetitions (walks). For walks, the maximum w-flow is in fact polynomial. To see why, consider the singlecommodity s − t maximum flow problem with middlepoint w (the multi-commodity case is similar). We first solve the multi-commodity flow problem with source-destination pairs (s, w) and (w, t), maximizing the minimum of the amount of two flows. We can subsequently get s − w − t paths after decomposing the two flows into paths.
Interestingly, our definition excludes walks. The reason for this choice is twofold. First, in computer networks routing loops are considered bad and are avoided by most routing algorithms, since they can lead to redundant use of the precious bandwidth resources and, more seriously, to endless routing loops and failure of packet delivery [33] . Thus, in practical networking settings TE with simple paths is the primary option. Second, our work is inspired to a significant degree by prior work on flow centrality [20] which explicitly defines flow in terms of simple paths. Based on Lemma 2, we can show similar to the case of paths that the decision problem of w-flow with simple paths is also NP-hard in directed graphs. This suggests there is no difference in terms of hardness if we use simple paths or paths; we select the latter because paths are more general than simple paths.
B. The Undirected Case
We demonstrate an interesting dichotomy between directed and undirected graphs. In detail, the maximum multicommodity s − w − t flow in an undirected graph can be computed in strongly polynomial time. Note the main difference between the directed and the undirected flow is that the former assumes separate capacities for each direction (u, v) and (v, u) whereas the latter assumes a single capacity for the undirected edge e, which upper bounds the total flow that we can send in both directions (but not in any individual direction). Proof: Assume a multi-commodity undirected graph G = (V, E) with L commodities of the form (s i , t i ). For simplicity, we assume infinite maximum demands D i (so that the maximum demand constraints are trivially satisfied). To prove the claim, we construct a directed graph G = (V , E ) from G as follows. We first replace each undirected edge (u, v) ∈ E by two directed edges (u, v) and (v, u) edges with infinite capacities. We next introduce L new nodes z 1 , . . . , z L (one for each commodity), and for each z i we add the two directed edges (s i , z i ) and (t i , z i ). Finally, we introduce a node z and L directed edges (z i , z) from each z i to z. Thus,
, where E G are the edges that we got by replacing each undirected edge in E by two directed edges. The capacities of the newly constructed edges of the form (s i , z i ), (t i , z i ), (z i , z) are infinite. The construction is illustrated in Figure 3 .
Next, we claim that the maximum flow in G can be computed by the following arc-based linear program for G : The above LP computes the maximum flow V * from w to z, where the total flow is composed of L separate subflows, one for each commodity. The subflow for commodity i can be sent from w to z i through either s i or t i . Constraints (14) , (15) , (16) are the link capacity, node conservation and positive flow constraints, respectively. The link capacity constraint reflects the fact that the sum of flow units in each of the two directed edges does not exceed the capacity of the original undirected edge. Constraint (17) implies that node z i can only receive flow from commodity i. Constraint (18) is especially important because it ensures that the subflow for commodity i sent through s i is the same as the one sent through t i . Now, we establish the equivalence between the original problem and the above LP by showing that (i) 2 · ν w max ≤ V * , and (ii) V * ≤ 2·ν w max . We start with (i). Assume any maximum flow through w with value ν w max in G. We first construct the corresponding flow in G . We note that the flow in G consists of L subflows, one for each commodity i, that send flow from s i to t i through s i − w − t i paths. The idea is then to reverse the direction of each subflow in the part from s i to w i , so that it now sends to the opposite direction. We then send ν(f i ) units of flow from s i to z i , ν(f i ) units of flow from t i to z i , and 2 · ν(f i ) units of flow from z i to z. Note that that is a valid flow since it respects all constraints in the LP, and it has a value 2 · (ν(f 1 ) + · · · + ν(f L )) = 2 · ν w max . But then the maximum flow will be at least as large, hence 2 · ν w max ≤ V * . For the reverse direction (ii), assume a maximum flow in G . Then for each commodity i half units are sent from w to s i and half from w to t i (and subsequently z i and z) due to constraint (18) . As before, we next reverse the flow f i in all paths from w to s i . For each edge of G we then send on each direction as many units of flow as we send in G (after reversing the direction from w to s i ). The key is that in graph G the same amount of flow is sent from w to s i and w to t i , which implies that the constructed flow in G will respect all capacity and conservation constraints, including for node w. Note however a caveat: it is not obvious whether we can always combine directed paths from s i to w with directed paths from w to t i so that all resulting s i − w − t i "paths" are valid paths without edge repetitions. If that is possible, then the constructed flow in G is a valid flow, since it consists of s i − w − t i paths without edge repetitions. But we need to address the case where combining directed paths from s i to w with directed paths from w to t i will result in at least one non-valid s i − w − t i path with edge repetitions.
To show why this does not negatively affect our argument, let P 1 be any s i − w and P 2 any w − t i path in G whose concatenation is not a valid s i − w − t i path. In this case, let e = (u, v) be a common edge of P 1 and P 2 (such an edge must occur by assumption). Path P 1 can then be represented as s i P1 u → v P1 w, where the notation x P y refers to the path segment from node x to node y along path P . Note that we may have that x coincides with y, in which case x P y = x. Similarly, path P 2 can be represented as
y refers to the path from x to y along the reversed edges of P . We first discuss the case where P is a valid path without edge repetitions. We then send in graph G as many units of flow along P as we did along P 1 or P 2 in G . The critical observation is that an undirected edge in G will receive at most as much flow as the sum of its two directed edges in G , since all we do is change the direction along which we send the flow and possibly remove certain path segments. The trick is illustrated in Figure 4 . In the case where the resulting path P is not valid and contains edge repetitions, we repeat the step in Figure 4 on the new s i − w and w − t i paths until they have no common edge. The process is guaranteed to stop after a finite number of iterations since after each step the total length of the new s i − w and w − t i paths decreases.
In principle, we can do this for all non-valid s i − w − t i paths to get s i −w−t i paths which are valid, without violating any capacity constraint. Our argument shows that there must exist a valid multi-commodity w-flow in G, which carries the same amount of flow from s i to t i as the flow from w to s i in G (note we do not actually need to explicitly construct that flow in G as we just care about ν w max ). Concretely, commodity i sends in G the same number of flow units as w sends to s i (or t i ) in G . Obviously, the value of the constructed w-flow in G is half that in G , thus for the maximum w-flow in G we must have that V * ≤ 2 · ν w max . Finally, given that (i) the constraints of the LP have a size that is polynomial in |V | and |E|, and (ii) the constraint matrix of the LP only contains entries −1, 0, 1, we deduce that computing the maximum s − w − t flow in an undirected graph can be solved in strongly polynomial time [44] .
C. Extending to Many Middlepoints
We conclude this section with a last remark. So far we have discussed node-constrained TE where the traffic has to go through a specific node w. This is mostly for analytical convenience. What about the general case where the traffic can go through at least one node from a set of more than one middlepoints? Obviously, for directed graphs the problem remains NP-hard. For undirected graphs, it is possible to show that when the number of nodes is fixed and not part of the input, then TE remains strongly polynomial. Indeed, we can generalize the proof of Proposition 2 by assuming k nodes w 1 , . . . , w k and constructing the same directed graph G . We can then show similar to Proposition 2 that the maximum multi-commodity flow that goes through at least one node in the set {w 1 , . . . , w k } is equal to half the maximum multicommodity flow from the sources w i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, to their common destination z in the constructed directed graph G . We thus rigorously establish that node-constrained TE is NPhard and difficult to solve in general, as most TE problems use directed graphs to model bidirectional links and traffic.
IV. NODE-CONSTRAINED TRAFFIC ENGINEERING WITH SHORTEST PATHS
The previous section shows that general node-constrained TE is NP-hard in directed graphs. We now consider variants of node-constrained TE where only shortest paths between two middlepoints are used in TE, and investigate if these variants are easier to solve. In §IV-A we formulate node-constrained TE with shortest paths using a fixed number of middlepoints, and show that it is weakly polynomial. In this sense, our results provide for the first time a theoretical foundation for existing work that focuses on shortest path based segment routing [4] , [26] . 5 Given that TE with shortest paths may result in end-to-end paths that contain cycles, in §IV-B we study a more specific variant of acyclic node-constrained TE with shortest paths, and show that it is generally NP-hard. Note that in this section we focus on directed graphs, since segment routing typically considers directed graphs to model network traffic.
A. Variant With Shortest Paths
Assume K middlepoints in total with a specific ordering, where 1 ≤ K ≤ |V |. We assume that each end-to-end path can use up to M ≤ K of these middlepoints respecting the ordering as the K input middlepoints. Note that prior works typically assume small values of M ; for instance M can be as small as 1, in which case each end to end path consists of 2 segments [4] . For a segment s ∈ S between an ingress node and a middlepoint, two middlepoints, or a middlepoint and an egress node, there are multiple paths in general. We assume, for simplicity, that routing is done by ECMP over all shortest paths of a segment. ECMP routes a flow based on static hashing of the five tuples in the packet header, and in general can distribute traffic evenly when the number of flows is large. This is consistent with prior work [4] . We use T i to denote the complete set of logical tunnels formed by segments in S that can be used for commodity i, with up to M middlepoints. A tunnel involves only ingress/egress switch, and the intermediate middlepoints. This can be constructed offline efficiently.
Let G t,s denote if a tunnel t uses segment s or not, and I p,e denote if path p uses link e or not. Furthermore, letP s be the set of all shortest paths for segment s, and f i (t) represent the flow in tunnel t for commodity i. The split ratio x i,t for i on tunnel t is defined as the ratio x i,t = fi(t) È t∈T i fi(t) . The node-constrained T E LU problem with shortest paths can be formulated similar to §II-C, where the set of paths P i for commodity i is now replaced by the set of logical tunnels T i :
The capacity constraint (20) indicates that the total traffic routed to link e from across all flows, tunnels, segments, and shortest paths, cannot exceed θ times the link capacity. Since ECMP is used for routing within any segment s, each shortest path p of segment s receives flow equal to fi(t) |Ps| . Regarding the TE asymptotic complexity, we have the following result when M is fixed and not part of the input: Proposition 3: For fixed M with respect to the input graph G, the T E LU problem described by (19) - (22) can be solved in weakly polynomial time.
Proof: The number of commodities L cannot exceed |V |· (|V | − 1), and the number |T i | of tunnels per commodity i is upper bounded by K 0 + · · ·+ K M , where K ≤ |V |. For fixed M w.r.t. the input graph G, |T i | has polynomial size w.r.t the graph. Finally, the number S t of segments per tunnel cannot exceed K + 1 ≤ |V | + 1, since a tunnel can use at most all K middlepoints. For the inner sum p∈Ps Ip,e |Ps| , note that it basically denotes the percentage of shortest paths for segment s that use link e. This percentage naturally appears in the definition of betweenness centrality [6] , and we can compute it in polynomial time by using the techniques therein. 6 Thus, we have proved that for fixed M , the LP has a polynomial number of variables, and a polynomial number of constraints whose coefficients can be computed in polynomial time. The proposition then immediately follows by standard results in linear programming [31] , [32] .
Given the connection between T E MF and T E LU , we can similarly show that T E MF can be solved in weakly polynomial time. As we observed, the TE problem is naturally related to the betweenness centrality that we discuss in §VI-B. Thus, constraint (20) reveals interesting connections between the popular centrality metric and node-constrained TE with shortest paths.
Note that the TE is not polynomial just for the specific setting where there are K middlepoints and each logical path can use up to M of them. In particular, it remains polynomial if we constrain each logical path to contain all K middlepoints in the same order (instead of up to M ), where K can be as large as |V |. Interestingly, even this simple variant can become NP-hard if we impose simple constraints, as we show next.
B. Acyclic Variant With Shortest Paths
One challenge with node-constrained TE with shortest paths is that it may produce source-destination paths with edge repetitions, i.e., walks. Even in the case of just one middlepoint per path, it is possible that a (simple) shortest path from the source s to a middlepoint M shares an edge e with a shortest path from M to the destination d. So, even though the paths for any given segment are simple, the resulting s − d path may not even be a path. This may reduce the performance of TE, because it increases the link load on the reused edges and may lead to higher link utilization. Figure 5 depicts a directed graph with n > 2, where the shortest path from w to t is w − u 1 − u 2 − t. The shortest paths from s to w and w to t trivially overlap, since they share the edge u 1 − u 2 .
In that case a natural question arises: what if we consider node-constrained TE with shortest paths, under the condition that the resulting walk from the source to the destination is a path or even a simple path? As our subsequent analysis shows, traffic engineering generally becomes NP-hard, even for just one commodity, and even in the special case where the traffic must use all middlepoints in the input order. To prove this fact, we first introduce the following fundamental result due to Eilam-Tzoreff [9] .
Theorem 2 (NP-hardness of kDSP [9] ): Given a graph G = (V, E) and k pairs of distinct vertices (u i , v i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the kDSP problem of computing k pairwise disjoint shortest paths P i between u i and v i is NP-complete, when k is part of the input. This result holds for all four versions of the kDSP problem, namely, node or edge-disjoint paths for directed or undirected graphs.
Proposition 4: The T E MF and T E LU problems in a directed graph with K middlepoints (1) using only shortest paths and (2) only allowing paths or simple paths from a source to a destination that use all middlepoints are NP-hard, even for just one commodity, when K is part of the input.
Proof sketch: We can show the statement by making similar arguments as for general node-constrained TE in §III. For T E MF , the idea is to first show that we can solve kDSP if and only if we can solve the corresponding T E MF formulation.
Indeed, assume a directed graph G = (V, E), two distinct nodes s, t in V , and K distinct nodes s = M i = t in V , 1 ≤ i ≤ K. Consider we do node-constrained routing from s to t using nodes M i as our K middlepoints. We will show that the T E MF problem is NP-hard by a reduction from the kDSP problem.
Concretely, assume for instance the kDSP node-disjoint problem in Theorem 2. We construct a new graph G as follows. For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ K − 1, we introduce a new node M i along with the two directed edges e i in = (v i , M i ) and e i out = (M i , u i+1 ). Moreover, we associate each edge in G with a unit capacity, and we assume the single commodity (s, t) with source s = u 1 and destination t = v K . We now argue that there are K node-disjoint shortest paths between u i and v i , if and only if T E MF with the single commodity (s, t) and the K − 1 middlepoints M 1 , . . . , M K−1 accepts a positive solution.
This can be proven using similar techniques as in §IV-B. The only difference is that an edge-cut now corresponds to a set of edges whose removal results in no path (or simple path) using shortest paths from the source to the destination through the middlepoints. NP-hardness for T E LU follows immediately by Lemma 1, in a similar spirit as Corollary 1.
Proposition 4 assumes that the number of middlepoints K is part of the input since in general we can have up to |V | middlepoints. What about the case when k is fixed? When k = 2, [9] provides a polynomial algorithm for the undirected case of kDSP, whereas the complexity for the directed case when k = 2 remains open 7 . On the other hand, only few partial results are known when k is fixed and greater than 2 [3] . 7 The problem appears to have been answered in the affirmative in [3] , when the length of each edge is positive.
V. APPLICATION TO FLOW CENTRALITY
Having studied various node-constrained TE formulations, in this section we move to another fundamental and practical question: how to actually select the middlepoints that lead to good TE performance in the first place? We draw upon a concept called flow centrality from graph theory as an intuitive solution approach. Flow centrality, first introduced by Freeman et al. [20] , characterizes a node's significance in terms of the maximum flow that can go through that node in the underlying flow network. Flow centrality is closely related to node-constrained TE for two reasons. First, it involves by definition node-constrained traffic. Second, flow centrality and its group extension answer the question of how to select the middlepoints in the general node-constrained TE ( §III), in order to maximize the traffic through these points. Note that flow centrality is naturally related to the first TE type T E MF , since it cares about the maximum flow objective.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. We provide two flow centrality definitions for single-and multi-commodity flow networks and discuss their computational complexity in §V-A. Furthermore, we introduce and analyze the group flow centrality and N -group maximum flow in §V-B, and show that unlike other common graph centralities it does not fall under the framework of submodular function maximization.
A. Flow Centrality
The original flow centrality [20] of a node w ∈ V in a flow network G = (V, E, c) is:
where ν max (s , t ) is the maximum flow in the singlecommodity flow network with commodity (s , t ), and ν w max (s , t ) is the maximum flow through node w in the single-commodity flow network with commodity (s , t ). Thus, the flow centrality of node w represents the percentage of the maximum flow that can go through w for a demand chosen uniformly at random.
For multi-commodity networks with given commodities, we introduce an alternative definition:
which denotes the ratio of the maximum multi-commodity flow ν w max (s, t) that can go through node w to the maximum multi-commodity flow, assuming we are given (s, t).
The basic difference in the two definitions is that the former considers equiprobably all possible source-destination pairs, while the latter focuses on the actual commodities in the flow network. Thus, the former is based on the single-commodity formulation, and the latter on the multi-commodity one.
For directed graphs, we show: Proposition 5: Given a flow network G = (V, E, c) with directed edges and a node w ∈ V , it is NP-hard to compute γ(w) or γ(w). Proof: For the first statement, our strategy will be to show that computing γ(w) cannot be less hard than computing ν w max (s, t), for any source-destination pair (s, t) with s = t and s, t = w. This, in turn, establishes NP-hardness for γ(w). For convenience, we introduce the shorthand notation S w (G) = s ,t ∈V −{w}|s =t ν w max (s , t ) to represent the numerator for G.
In this direction, we consider the new flow network Gŝ, which we construct from G by introducing a new nodeŝ and a directed edge fromŝ to s with capacity equal to the sum of capacities of outgoing edges from s, i.e. c((ŝ, s)) = e=(s,v)∈E c(e). We now consider the quantity S w (Gŝ) for the new flow network Gŝ. Gŝ contains the same source-destination pairs as G, plus pairs of the form (ŝ, t ), ∀t ∈ V . The reason is that nodeŝ can only act as a source but not a destination for nodes in G. As a result, we get:
Next, we consider in a similar fashion the flow network Gt, which we construct from G by introducing a new nodet and a directed edge from t tot with capacity equal to the sum of capacities of incoming edges to t, i.e. c((t,t)) = e=(v,t)∈E c(e). We then proceed as before to show:
Finally, we consider the flow network Gtŝ, which we construct from G by applying both steps described above for Gŝ and Gt. The various graph constructions are illustrated in Figure 6 . Let's now focus on S w (Gtŝ). This quantity will contain the source destination pairs (i) within G, (ii) fromŝ to nodes in G, (iii) fromt to nodes in G, and (iv) fromŝ tot. But (iv) is precisely the same as from s to t due to the value of capacities of the new edges we introduced. Thus, we can write:
Combining (25), (26) , (27) , we get:
(28) suggests that computing γ(w) (and in turn S w ) cannot be less hard than computing ν w max (s, t), since being able to compute the former implies that we can easily compute the latter via (28) , which only involves polynomial-time constructions. Given it is NP-hard to compute ν w max by Proposition 1, computing γ(w) is also NP-hard.
For the second statement, note again that γ(w) is a fraction of two terms. The denominator can be computed in strongly polynomial time [44] . If γ(w) were polynomially computable, then we could compute ν w max in strongly polynomial time as the product of γ(w) and ν max , which is a contradiction since by Proposition 1 it is NP-hard to compute ν w max . For undirected graphs, we can similarly prove that: Corollary 2: Given a flow network G = (V, E, c) with undirected edges and a node w ∈ V , we can compute the flow centrality γ(w) in Equation (23) or the flow centrality γ(w) in Equation (24) in strongly polynomial time.
Proof: It follows immediately from the fact that ν w max (s, t) is strongly polynomially computable in undirected graphs.
B. Group Flow Centrality and N -Group Maximum Flow
In this section, we introduce the concept of multicommodity group flow centrality, which is a generalization of the multi-commodity flow centrality γ through node w in Equation (24) to a group of nodes C. In this work, we focus on the group extension of γ since in many practical applications we are given the commodities and must decide on a good set of nodes to select as middlepoints. Similar definitions exist in prior work on graph centrality; for instance, group betweenness centrality [12] naturally generalizes betweenness centrality [21] to a group of nodes. Group flow centrality is based on the concept of group maximum flow.
Definition 3: The group multi-commodity maximum flow GF : 2 V → R ≥0 in a multi-commodity flow network with commodities (s, t) is a function which, for any group of nodes C ⊆ V , returns the maximum multi-commodity flow ν C max (s, t) that can go through any node in C, i.e. GF(C) = ν C max (s, t).
Definition 4: The group flow centrality of a group C ⊆ V in a multi-commodity flow network is defined as:
The group flow centrality represents the percentage of the maximum multi-commodity flow that goes through any node in group C for a given set of demands. It is obviously NP-hard for directed graphs as a generalization of the γ flow centrality which is NP-hard by Corollary 2. But then the group flow centrality is also NP-hard for directed graphs by Equation (29) .
An important question concerns the selection of a group of nodes of at most a given size which achieves the largest possible maximum flow, or, equivalently, maximizes the group flow centrality. For this purpose, we introduce the N -group maximum multi-commodity flow with N ∈ N + : For single-commodity networks, the question is trivial since we can always put the source into the set C, but the problem turns out to be NP-hard in directed multi-commodity networks.
Proposition 6: The N -group maximum multi-commodity flow is NP-hard for directed graphs.
Proof: We prove NP-hardness by reduction from the maximum coverage problem (MCP) [39] , which is NP-hard. Assume a set of m items I = {i 1 , . . . , i m } and a collection of n sets S = {S 1 , . . . , S n }, where each S i contains elements from I. Given a positive integer N ≤ n, the MCP tries to select a subset of S ⊆ S of cardinality |S | ≤ N such that the maximum number of elements are covered, i.e. the union of the selected sets has maximal size. We can reduce the MCP to the N -group maximum single-commodity flow by constructing a directed graph G = (M, E) as follows. M contains a pair of nodes z j and u j for each item i j that appears in I, and one node v k for each set S k . We denote the set of nodes z j as Z, the set of nodes u j as U , and the set of nodes v k as V , so that M = Z ∪ U ∪ V . We introduce m edges of the form (z j , u j ), j = {1, . . . , m}. We add edge (u j , v k ), if and only if set S k contains item i j . All edges have a capacity of 1. Finally, for each pair (i j , v k ) with the property that set S k contains item i j , we consider a commodity (z j , v k ) with source z j and destination v k . Thus, we add commodity (z j , v k ), if and only if the graph contains edge (u j , v k ). All commodities have infinite demand. The polynomial construction is depicted in Figure 7 .
We now prove that the maximum coverage problem has value C max , if and only if the N -group maximum flow has a value of C max . Assume first that the MCP has a value of C max . We can then construct a corresponding flow in G as follows. For each item i j that is covered in the optimal MCP solution, we randomly pick one set S k that covers i j in the solution (there may be more than one sets covering i j ). We then send one unit of flow for commodity (z j , v k ) from z j to node u j , and subsequently from u j to v k . The constructed multi-commodity flow is valid since it is easy to verify that it respects all capacity and conservation constraints. Based on that flow, we can also form a N -group flow. Indeed, by definition the MCP contains at most N sets S i , so there can be at most N nodes of the form v k participating in the flow. Since the entire flow has to pass through these nodes, we claim that the above flow is a N -group flow passing through (at most) N nodes of the form v k . So, the N -group multi-commodity flow is at least C max .
For the reverse direction, we argue that the N -group maximum flow cannot be greater than C max . To show this, assume a group G of at most N nodes that can accept a flow of value C N > C max . The nodes in G can belong to either Z or U or V . However, note that the flow through node z j (for any commodity of the form (z j , v k )) is equal to the flow through u j . Hence, we can replace any node z j appearing in G by node u j , without affecting the value of the group flow. Let's thus write G = U N ∪ V N , where U N ⊆ U and V N ⊆ V . We also define U ⊆ U − U N to be the subset of nodes in U − U N that transmit some positive (non-zero) flow to any node in V N . We next argue that for any node u j ∈ U N , the total flow through u j over all commodities with source z j must be one. If that were not the case, we could form a N -group flow of higher value by increasing the flow for any commodity (z j , v k ) until the total flow on edge (z j , u j ) becomes one. This is possible since any commodity of the form (z j , v k ) can only route its flow through u j . This process respects all capacity constraints and achieves a higher group flow, which is a contradiction since we assumed a maximum N -group flow. Similarly, we argue that the total flow over all commodities from any node u j ∈ U to the set of nodes in V N must be one; otherwise, we could get a maximum N -group flow of higher value by first removing any flow (if any) through u j to nodes in V − V N , and subsequently increasing the flow for any commodity (z j , v k ) where v k ∈ V N until the total flow through node u j becomes 1. This is always possible and respects all capacity constraints. The two observations imply that in the maximum N -group flow, the total flow over all commodities to nodes in U N or U must be one, and as a result C N is an integer, equal to the cardinality |U N | + |U |. Based on the N -group maximum flow, we can form a coverage for the original problem as follows. For each u j ∈ U N , we pick any node v k ∈ V where u j transmits some positive flow (at least one such node must exist); similarly, for each u j ∈ U , we pick any node v k ∈ V N where u j transmits some positive flow. Based on that, each item i j , where u j ∈ U N or u j ∈ U , is assigned to set S k corresponding to the v k above. The constructed coverage has value C N since it uses all C N items in U N ∪ U . Moreover, it uses at most N sets S k , since the number of sets cannot exceed the sum |U N | + |V N | ≤ N . This is a contradiction, since we assumed that the maximum coverage has value C max < C N .
An interesting corollary of Proposition 6 is the following. Corollary 3: The N -group maximum flow is not possible to approximate in directed graphs within 1 − 1 e + o(1), unless P=NP.
Proof: From Proposition 6 we can compute the MCP by solving an N -group multi-commodity maximum flow problem. In particular, the MCP has a value equal to C max , if and only if the N -group maximum flow has the same value C max . If we were able to approximate the latter problem within 1 − 1 e + o (1) , that would imply that we can use the above construction to approximate the MCP within a factor of 1 − 1 e + o(1), which is however not possible unless P=NP [14] .
A natural question is whether group multi-commodity flow falls under the paradigm of submodular function maximization. First, the MCP that we used in the reduction of Proposition 5 falls under this paradigm. Second, similar results already exist in graph centrality theory. For instance, group closeness centrality is shown to be NP-hard, monotone, and submodular [7] . This is also true for group betweenness centrality [8] .
Definition 5: Consider a finite set of elements U and a function g : 2 U → R ≥0 . We call g monotone if adding an element to any set S cannot cause the function to decrease, i.e., g(S ∪ {v}) ≥ g(S) for all v ∈ U and S ∈ 2 U . Furthermore, we call g submodular if the marginal gain from adding an element to any set S is at least as high as the marginal gain from adding the same element to a superset of S, i.e., g(
Interestingly, our next result shows that multi-commodity group flow is not submodular even though it is monotone.
Lemma 6: The function GF : 2 V → R ≥0 is monotone but not submodular in directed or undirected graphs.
Proof: For monotonicity, note that adding a node can never decrease the maximum group flow, since an additional node does not decrease the number of available paths for the flow (either it increases them or it leaves their number unchanged).
To show that GF is not submodular in directed graphs, it is sufficient to construct a proper counterexample. To this goal, consider the directed multi-commodity flow network of Figure 8 with three commodities: commodity (s 1 , t 1 ) with a demand of 2 units, and commodities (s 2 , t 2 ) and (s 3 , t 3 ), each with a unit demand. Assume the following two sets S = {s 1 } and T = {s 1 , s 2 }, with S ⊂ T . For the corresponding group multi-commodity flows it holds that GF(S) = GF(T ) = 2. The reason is that edge (v 1 , v 2 ) with a capacity of 2 acts as the bottleneck that limits the total network flow to a maximum of 2. Consider now node s 3 . We can again argue that GF(S∪{s 3 }) = 2, since edge (v 2 , v 3 ) with capacity 2 acts as the bottleneck that limits the total group flow to 2 units. However, note that GF(T ∪ {s 3 }) = 3: commodity (s 1 , t 1 ) sends one unit of flow along s 1 → v 1 → v 2 → v 3 → t 1 , commodity (s 2 , t 2 ) sends one unit along s 2 → v 1 → v 2 → t 2 , and commodity (s 3 , t 3 ) sends one unit along s 3 → v 2 → v 3 → t 3 . This suggests that GF(T ∪ {s 3 }) − GF(T ) = 3 − 2 = 1 > GF(S ∪ {s 3 }) − GF(S) = 1 − 1 = 0, which implies that the group multi-commodity flow GF is not a submodular function. Finally, to show that GF is not submodular in undirected graphs, we can use exactly the same counterexample as above, except that the edges are undirected this time.
One implication of Lemma 6 is that we cannot use the standard greedy algorithm by Nemhauser et al. [39] to find a (1 − 1 e )-approximate solution to the group flow. We note nevertheless that the greedy algorithm would in any case not be practical for directed graphs, given that computing the maximum w-flow is already NP-hard by Proposition 1.
VI. RELATED WORK

A. Segment Routing and TE
Segment routing [15] [16] [17] is a recent paradigm that facilitates packet forwarding via a series of segments. Segment routing has been explored with TE. Bhatia et al. [4] apply 2-segment routing to TE, where any logical path contains only one middlepoint and thus two segments. Hartert et al. [25] , [26] propose heuristics to solve various TE problems with segment routing. Contrary to these works, our goal is to study the fundamentals of several variants of node-constrained TE for both directed and undirected graphs. Aubry et al. [2] propose to use segment routing for continuous monitoring of the data plane of the network with a single box. Segment routing is used to force probe packets to traverse specific paths. Giorgetti et al. [24] propose algorithms for segment routing label stack computation that guarantee minimum label stack depth. Such use cases are beyond our work.
TE has been extensively studied in carrier networks [10] , [19] , [26] , [27] , [30] , [45] , and recently in data center backbone WANs [23] , [28] , [29] , [36] with software defined networking [13] . In general it is assumed that TE can use any valid path in the network, or any path from a predetermined set of paths. Node-constrained TE is clearly different.
B. Graph Centrality
The centrality concept from graph theory and network analysis [40] identifies the most important vertices in a graph. Centrality was first developed in social network analysis [5] , [21] to determine the most influential nodes. We review two relevant centrality metrics. Betweenness centrality characterizes the power of a node in terms of the number of shortest paths that go through that node for a randomly picked sourcedestination pair. Brande's algorithm can compute this centrality in polynomial space and time [6] . Closeness centrality [22] of a node is calculated as the sum of the length of the shortest paths between that node and all other nodes in the graph. As opposed to the aforementioned individual centrality, the group centrality of a group of nodes C ⊆ V refers to the combined centrality of the group [12] . Group betweenness centrality can be approximated within a factor 1 − 1 e to the optimal [8] , [42] . Group closeness centrality can also be approximated within a factor of 1 − 1 e using the standard greedy algorithm [7] . Note that graph centralities have been applied to routing in some SDN problems, such as service chain embedding [38] and incremental SDN deployment [35] , [37] . Solutions to these problems are based on degree centralities, and use greedy approximation algorithms exploiting submodularity [37] .
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work we study node-constrained TE, where the traffic is constrained to go through specific middlepoints. We show that the general node-constrained TE problem is NP-hard for directed graphs, but strongly polynomial for undirected graphs. Furthermore, node-constrained TE with shortest paths is weakly polynomial, but the acyclic variant with shortest paths can become NP-hard. Lastly we address the question of middlepoint selection, by applying flow centrality and additionally analyzing group flow centrality in general nodeconstrained TE.
Our work is important because node-constrained TE has wide applicability in emerging networking technologies such as segment routing. Our hardness results hint at the practical limitations of many variants of node-constrained TE. For this reason, an important direction for future research is the development of practical algorithms for the various computationally hard TE variants as well as the group multi-commodity flow.
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